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Abstract. We give a cluster expansion for the Schwinger functions of the stable 
phases found in Part I. The Wightman axioms, the mass gap, and asympto
ticity of perturbation theory follow. 

In Part I the phase diagram of a generic low temperature f!J(¢)2 quantum field 
model was mapped out. At each point in the diagram a number of stable phases q0 
were found such that Z(�'2_ :::::; eU'i2JoV! Z(�NO) -
for every q. We now use this information with some other Part I machinery to give 
a cluster expansion for the Schwinger functions in the stable phases. We also prove 
the convergence estimates needed in Parts I and II. The reader is referred to the list 
of references in Part I. 

4. An Expansion for the Schwinger Functions 

4.1. Constrained Expansions 
In this chapter we derive a convergent expansion for the Schwinger functions from 
bounds on ratios of partition functions. The presence of clusters containing field 
monomials introduces constraints on partition function sums. The constraints 
must be handled in such a way that the phase structure of Chap. 3 is not destroyed. 

So far we have always multiplied clusters by ratios of interior partition 
functions. This procedure must be altered for clusters surrounding squares 
containing field monomials. In [20], a priori bounds on ratios of partition 
functions in non-simply-connected regions were available. Thus it was possible to 
multiply (j(iY) by a ratio of partition functions in (llnt W)\X, where X is a cluster 
containing field monomials. 
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In order to avoid an uncontrollable accumulation of surface effects on X, we 
must alter the procedure of [20] by considering partition function sums with the 
constraint that no cluster shall surround X If one fixes all the clusters surrounding 
X, then the resummation between the clusters yields partition function sums of this 
type. (This procedure was not necessary in [20] because surface effects were always 
favorable.) 

We bound ratios of constrained partition functions in Sect. 4.2, using some of 
the tools of Chap. 3. The ratios transform the expansion into an explicit sum over 
clusters surrounding X's and a constrained sum over other clusters. As the 
constraints are ultimately connected with the presence of X's, the techniques of 
Sect. 3.2 can be applied to factor out the normalization J e-v •d flmr,_( tp q) exactly. The 
result is the expansion for <R) A,q· 
4.2. More Genera l  Rat ios of Part it ion Fun ct ions 
This section is devoted to obtaining bounds on ratios of constrained partition 
functions in regions that are not simply connected. The constraint will be that all 
clusters Y contributing to the partition function in a region W must have 
YullntY �W. When W is not simply connected, this is nontrivial constraint. 

The phase structure of the theory has already been determined from the 
considerations of Chap. 3. Thus, our task will be to show that the constraints 
produce at most surface effects, so that convergence factors from boundary 
clusters can control the expansion. 

We assume a solution to the equation L=JV'(L) and we use the associated 
objects F v s(FV, and aq(F L). The shorthand notation F, sq, and aq will be used. We 
hold to the convention of Chap. 3 that IYI > 1 for all clusters Y. In this section W 
will denote a connected, but not necessarily simply connected, region with 
boundary condition p(W). The boundary condition is the same on all boundary 
loops ofW, including interior boundaries. Define constrained partition functions in 
W as follows: 

fl F(W's). 
{'lis}:p(1¥s)=p(o/) S 

·'Wsvifnt Ws � 'W' 

(4.2.1) 

(4.2.2) 

Here p(YJ denotes the external boundary condition of W'8• The w-;s are nonover
lapping. When W is simply connected, this definition agrees with (3.4. 7), so that 
Q�a)(F, W) = Q(a)(F, W). 
Proposition 4.2.1. Suppos e Jc � 1 � l. Th e fo llow ing expr ess ions for Q�a\F, W) ar e 
va lid : I z I(W) 

InV:ilvnUR;=0 

Q�(F,W)= ' (4.2.3) 
n zjP(\Y) 

LI£;V 

(4.2.4) 
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Here { R;} are the re gions associ ated with l' 11 V In addit ion , the following bounds 
hold : 

IL1/F, W)l;;:; 2A.112 18VI . 
Proof. Recall from ( 3.4. 1 )  and ( 3.4. 10)-( 3.4. 1 2) that 

F(\Y)=e(\Y) n [Qa(F, W) e(-aP(¥)+JogZ,.M-IogZ,.rw)IVI] 
V�l!nt1{ Q(F, W) 

. n e(-aP(¥l+IogZLIP<R,> -logZ,P<¥>)iR;nYI' 
i 

(4. 2.5) 
(4. 2.6) 

(4. 2.7) 

where {R;} are the regions associated with l'y�n•· Call a w. outer if it is not 
contained in any llntlY •.. With the outer clusters in (4. 2. 1 )  fixed, the sums over the 
others produce a factor fl Q(F, \W), where W runs over the components ofllntlY., 

w 
w. outer. We obtain 

Q�(F, W)= L D [e(W.) n e(logZAP(R,>-logZL!PM)jR,nYsl l 
{Ysl outer s i 
. n [aa(F, \W) n e- aPiW) I y R,,/p(V) I y yj

nt I . 
w Ll�W ZL!P(W) 

The last two factors cancel, and each term in fl is equal to 

(4. 2.8) 

Q(W.)
e(Eg<V,>- E(j¥,lJz21YsullntlY,I n e<- Eg<w> + E(;,(\Wl)!2IWI n (Z LlP<Vl)- 1 • (4. 2.9) 

W�llntlYs Ll �\Ys 

Moreover, by ( 3.5 .2) ,  Qa(F, \W)=Z(\W)/ n ZL!P(W) so that 
Lli;\W 

a�(F, W) = 2:: n ___;:·--=-----
[Q()Y )iE!?i¥,)-E(;,Co',l)FjY,ullntlY,j] 

{Y,}outer s n ZLIP(Vl Lli;YsullntlYs , n e(-EgCWl+E(;,<W))!2jWiz(\W). 
w 

(4. 2. 10) 

Expand Z(\W) into spin configurations. In the resulting sum over {l¥5} and 
{l'w}, fix l' = U Ews u U l'w and sum over w;s compatible with E. If l' is such that 

s w 
o'¥11 UR=i=0, then there is no compatible {\Y.}: If there were, then some w. would 

i 

have llnt w. � V, contrary to construction. (Recall that V Ri does not contain the 

sea of constant phase at the outer boundary of V. If interior boundaries of V are in 
other seas, then some clusters would have to effect the transition, resulting in some 
llnt w. �V.) If E is such that av 11 y Ri = 0, then the restrictionllnt w. IS vacuous. 
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Thus 

(4.2.11) 
Equation {3.4.33) can now be applied to yield (4.2.3). 

The same set of manipulations can be performed for Qc(F, W), except that the 
factor e -aPcwJ IYR,i in (4.2.8) is not cancelled. Since IY Ril is independent ofl'n W, 

the factor agrees with the one in (4.2.4). This completes the proof of (4.2.3) and 
(4.2.4). 

The first two inequalities in (4.2.5) are immediate consequences of (4.2.3) and 
(4.2.4). The last step defines Jc(F, W). As in (3.3.7), we have 

1 k 
L: k' L: L: n A(2) n F(Y.). 
k • (lYt, . . .  , Wk) Gc J£eG, s= 1 

WsvRntWsjSV 

(4.2. 12) 

We can obtain an expansion for Jc(F, W) from this formula and (3.3.8), as in 
the derivation of (3.3.9): 

1 
Jc(F, W):=logQc(F, W) sP<Vlj\Yj = L kf L k • (lYt, . . .  'll'k) 

VnUVs*0 * -VnU('!lsVllnt'!ls) 

1\Yn U lY.I k • s 

- -1u-'---1--
L: n A(2) n F(Y.). (4.2.13) 

5 }Ys G, f£r=G, s= 1 

Apply Lemma 3.3.1 to every boundary square of \Y to bound sums over 
clusters intersecting both \Y and rv \V. With IIFII ;;::;..t 112 , we obtain a term}, 112jo\YI, as 
in (3.3.12). It remains for us to bound the sum over clusters contained in \Y with 
U Hnt lY. � \Y. Single out one such cluster: 
s 

IJJF,W)j;;::;A112Iil\YI+ l:k . L IF(lY)I�, L k '!ljSV:llnt'!l�V • (j{,, . . .  ,l\'k-d 

·It )1 A(2) :o: F(Y.)J . 
Another lemma is needed to control this sum. 

(4.2.14) 

Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose A� 1 � l. If Fq is any q -contour model w ith IIFq II ;;;; 1, then for 
any lY, L IL n A(2) (I P(Ys)l ;;;;k! e- r,l(k+N)I4e i>Y I . 

(l¥1, . . .  , >Yk) Gc !l'eG, s-1 
�IVs!=N,p('!l)=q 

Here Gc is a connected graph involv in g  lY and all lY;s. 

(4.2.15) 
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The lemma will be proved in Sect. 4.4. It yields the bound 

ILic(F, V)l �A 1/2ja"VI + L L IF(\Y)Ie-rtl(k-1)/4ei\YI. 
k�l 1{ 

309 

(4.2.16) 

We fix Y, the region in lR 2 covered by Y, and sum over r n Y and Ly. The first sum 
produces a factor 221YI, and the second a factor 

2IYI 
0(1)1.!:1 (2121 Yl) e-•z-< -zl.rl � (1 + e-rz-<- z;z)2t21YI �e.<.IYI_ 

I.!:I=O ILl 
(4.2.17) 

The number of Y's with I Yl = N surrounding a given component of �Vis less than 
e0<1liYI_ Applying IIFII �A 112, we obtain 

IL1c(F,V)I�I8VIe,1/2+2 
N
�

B 
e0(1)Ne-r,INJc112) �2Jcl/218VI. (4.2.18) 

Proposition 4.2.1 is proven. D 

4.3. E xponenti al Clusterin g and Asymptoticity of the Perturb ation Series 
We are now prepared to give a convergent cluster expansion for the Schwinger 
functions, with bounds independent of the interaction volume A. We must use 
boundary conditions corresponding to a stable phase q, that is, we must have 
aq 0. In Chap. 3 and in Sect. 4.2 we have always taken A to be larger than 7l to 
define e(?L) and g(?l). We now fix A and return to the original objects eA,q(ll). We 
no longer require 1\YI > 1, except where specifically indicated. QA,q(ll) is not 
invariant under translations of ll. We will eventually find a formula for the infinite 
volume Schwinger functions that involves e(ll) and g(?l), with no subscripts A, q. 

A standard argument [6 , 19] expresses a Schwinger function as its first several 
orders of perturbation theory plus a remainder. The remainder is a power of A 
times other (generalized) Schwinger functions. Thus bounds on the generalized 
Schwinger functions yield asymptoticity of perturbation theory. Asymptoticity 
immediately implies that the phases we construct at the coexistence hypersurfaces 
are all distinct. 

Normally, the argument shows for example that for all p and all AE [0, A.0], 
IS ( A.) S(O)I = O(A.). We obtain a slightly weaker result, due to phase transitions 
which will occur as A. is varied. We prove that if q is one of the stable phases at A., 
then S (q, A.) differs from the first n orders of perturbation theory about the q1h 

minimum by O (An+ 1 ). coo properties will not in general be uniform in parameter 
space. If we choose p near a classical phase transition hypersurface (i.e. E� (p, A.= 1) 

i�f E� (p, A. =  1) � 1 for more than one q) then one must take A. exceptionally 
small to get the theory into the A.=O phase. Reparametrizing the interaction to 
avoid phase transitions as A.--->0 would not solve the problem because we only 
know Lipschitz continuity of the phase transition hypersurfaces. By using the 
perturbation expansion for the vacuum energies, we could give a description of the 
phase diagram that is much more precise than the one in Theorem 3.7.2. However, 
it seems that Lipschitz continuity is an intrinsic limitation of the construction, at 
least at the e-O().-2l level. Whether this is a real effect or an artifact of the 
construction is an interesting open question, even for lattice systems. 
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We use the field J.Pq = ¢- �q to generate the perturbation series. We have 
m2 deg.?i' 

&>).jJ.Pq+�q) ---{J.P:-&>.l.,!l( �q) =  
n
�

3 
an,qAn-21.p�, 

so that all coefficients in the interaction 

�= l l : &>;,jJ.Pq( x) + �q) :- �: :1.pq( x)2 : -&> ... j�q)j dx  (4. 3.1) 

are O(A) or smaller. We defined the finite volume measure to be e-vqdf.lmr,( J.Pq). 
We give an asymptotic expansion for 

<R) A,q = J Re-v qd f.lmr,(J.Pq)/J e -v qdf.lmr,( J.Pq) .  
The R's we consider have the form 

n 
R=Jw(x) f1 : 1.pq( x;)P': d x, (4. 3.2) 

i= 1 

where w( x1, . . .  , xn)EU(G Lli) is supported in a product of 1-lattice squares, and 

p > 1 is fixed. 
In the integration by parts formula 

we have 

bV deg.?i' q _ "' 1 n-2 • ( )"- 1 . r-c ) - L,. anA n .1.p q X • , 1.fJq X n=3 
(4. 3.4) 

so that each derivative of V produces factors of A. We integrate by parts each 

factor of 1.p in (4. 3.2), and the factors of :� that result. We continue inductively J.Pq 
until all terms either have the form J(const)e- vqd f.lmr,( J.Pq), or else they have an 
explicit factor of },n+ 1. Dividing by Je-Vqd f.lmr,( J.Pq), we obtain 

n 
<R)A,q= L IXjAj + An+ 1L<Rk)A,q· 

j=O k 
(4. 3.5) 

The a/s form the usual perturbation series for <R) through order n. The other 
terms are the remainder, and the Rk

's have the form (4. 3.2). 

Theorem 4.3.1. Let p > 1 be given and suppose aq = 0. For A� 1 � l, there e xist 
positive const ants K, r2 depending on p, IJ, C such th at for R of the form (4. 3.2), 

I<R) A,ql � llw iiLp f1 (N(Ll) ! ) 112eKl degR(1 + }, -degRe -r2).- z) . 

Ll 

Here N(Ll) is the degree of R in [-l attice square Ll. 

(4. 3.6) 
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The theorem bounds the remainder in ( 4.3.5) by O(A." + 1 ). Note that l does not 
diverge with A as in [19]. The factor rdegRe-"24-2 in (4.3.6) arises from the 
possibility of fluctuations into minima other than q. Since l�q1 ��2 1 = O(A- 1 ), we 
have contributions of size A -degR, but with small probability e-<2 -2. 

The theorem yields bounds uniform in A, so that when we take A to infinity we 
will obtain asymptoticity of perturbation theory for the infinite volume Schwinger 
functions. In particular, we will have 

(4.3.7) 
where ( · )q denotes the infinite volume expectation obtained as a limit of 
expectations with boundary condition q. This distinguishes the different states that 
we construct on coexistence hypersurfaces. 
Proof of Th eor em 4.3. 1 .  Perform the mean field expansion on fRe -vqdflm�(lpq)= F R 
(see Chap. 2). We defer integration against the test function wand for the moment 
take R to be a product of factors :1pq(x;)P':. 

FR= L 
{,;:,<} nonoverlapping, filling JR2 

agreeing on common boundaries, Iz, =qin Z,'\. A 
only finitely many 7lx have [,;:"[ > 1 

(4.3.8) 

We make some notational conventions. Clusters that contain field monomials 
will be denoted with the letter X and called nonvacuum clusters. Other clusters will 
be denoted with the letter lY and called vacuum clusters. There are two types of 
\Y's: those such that Xs;;IIntlY for some X, and those such that no X is contained in 
llntlY. The first type will be denoted¥, the second simply lY. We shall have occasion 
to extend sums over \Y's to clusters overlapping or surrounding X's or \Y's. When 
this happens, QA,q(\Y) will be defined as in the expansion for the partition function 
F R = 1. Thus QA, q(\Y) is independent of R. In this respect it differs from Q A)X), whic_!l 
does contain monomials from R. We use the letter 'II' to denote either an X or a lY. 
The letter 7L will be used for all types of clusters - X, Y or lY. 

In (4.3.8), fix all X's, W's, and all \Y's such that lY �llnt7L" for any K. The external 
boundary condition of the\Y's is q, because E=q in NA. Let \Y" be the components 
of the region complementary to all the fixed clusters. At this stage, clusters can 
have I7LI = 1, so exterior regions are completely filled with fixed clusters. 
Resumming the expansion inside each \Ya yields a partition function in case \Ya is 
simply connected, and a constrained partition function if not. If \Ya s;;IIntlY, then \Ya 
is simply connected. The result of resummation is 

F R = 2: n QA. P� .. ) n QA.q(\Yt) 
{:%r;Wt. '>'s), '>'s $ [nt,;: r P('>'s)=q 
·ll [Q A, q(\Ys) fl [ Z(\Ya)e(E�-Ej?(W.) + E�,(Wol)[\11.[12] l s Wc:t�BntlYs 

. n [ L Zx(\Ya)e(E�-Ej?CWol+Ef.P'•))[\V.[12j · 
\V•$UITnt'>'s In\V.:UR;no\\1.=0 s i 

(4.3.9) 

Note that \Y .. �A if \Y"s;;IIntlYs. The lY;s cannot surround X's and W's, and the 
outermost X's and W's have external boundary condition q. 
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Divide FR by fl (Z Llqe£�12) and denote the result by F R· This cancels all Ll�A 
QA,q()Y)'s with)W'I = 1 i� (4.3.9). [Recall that QA,q(Ll) = 1 for L1 �A.] It also cancels the 
factors eE�IVIl . By (3.5.2) and (4.2.3), 

and 

Z(\Ya) = Qa(F, Va) fl Z LJP(W") 
Ll �We�: 

L Zl:(\V,.}=a,:(F, V.J fl ZLJp(W")· 
In\Y: UR,nov= 0 Ll �\Y� i 

We substitute in F R 
QA,q{�)(Z LlqeE�z2)-IZnAI 

= n (�)e(£�-E�-Ef(7L) + £�<Z0)!2JznAJe(logZLIP(R;>-IOgZLI•)JR,nZJ "A,q . fl e(Er'-EW-Eg<7Ll+Ej;,<7Ll)l2JITnt�zJ, m 

where the regions R; are those associated with the spin configuration that agrees 
with {Y W \Y} and that is constant in each V Observe that each e(Er'-EW)PJrrnt�zl -'"7:) t' s cc 
factor cancels with 

from outermost W's in Ilntm� or with e<-Ef<""l+£;:,<""l)I2Jv"J from outermost V"'s in 
Ilntm�· The 

factors for �'s that are not W's cancel the e<Eg-E�)l2JznAI factors the e£2I2Jv�J factors 
and the e-EiJ..f2 factors from (Z LlqeEiJ..P) -1, L1 �V". All of the �nergy factors hav� 
disappeared, and (4.3.9) becomes 

Define 

· fl [QA,q()Ys) fl Qa(F, V")l 
s: JYsJ > 1 \Ya�ITntWs 

. fl �(F, V,,) fl e(logZ.,p(Rd-logZLt•)JR;J. 
v"� v llntiYs i 

(4.3.10) 

F A(\Y) QA, q(\Y)eL(YJ (4.3.11) 
so that by (3.4.10)-(3.4.12) and aq 

QA,q(\Y) fl aa(F, Va) fl e(logZLtP(R;) logZ,.)JRd 
v��rrntlY i:Rin'ii* 0 

= F A(W) fl Q(F, v� 

= F A(\Y) L fl F A(\Y.). {Ys):Ws�llntY P(Ys) = q, J'!rsl > 1 

(4.3.12) 
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For i nterior \Y's, F and FA are the same. Multiply and divide by  Qc( F, V") for 

v"' �  Unnt ws to obtain 
s 

F R 2:: 2:: neA.i�) 
(x,., ¥,J (lYs}:lYsuHntlYs�IR2\UXr\UW' ,

. 

P(lYs)=q, llYsl > 1 t 

(4.3.13) 

We have expanded Qc( F, V�) as in (4.2.2), and put all the sums over w;s together. 
With { 1fJ { �, WJ, de fine 

):i'q ({ 1f }) - n- ( lf  ) n a:<F, v"') 
""A u - i?A,q u Q( F"Wq) u v.� v Untlfu\Vlfu c , 0: 

. n e(logZLtP(R,>-logZLtq)fR,J. i (4.3.14) 

If not all external 1f's have bou ndary co nditio n q, then E}({ 1fu}) 0. (External 
mea ns not contained i n  llnt 1fu for a ny u .) 

We wish to extend the sum over { \Ys} to a n  u nrestricted sum over k, ( l¥1, . . •  , Wk) 
as i n  Sect. 3.3. The extra terms will be elimi nated with pro jectio ns V(7lp 7l2). 
De fine 

Then 

{0 if 1f�llnt \Y or if 1f a nd \Y overlap 
U( 1f, W) = 1 otherwise , 

{0 if l¥1 a nd \¥2 overlap 
V(\¥1, Wz)= 1 otherwise . 

F R = L L :1 L E�( { 1f)) n V( 1fu, \Ys) 
{lfu) k ' (lYt, ... , lYk), llYsl > 1 u, S 

k 
. n V( \Ys,, \YS2) n F AC\Ys) .  

s1<sz s=l 

(4.3.15) 

(4.3.16) 

The sum over (\Y1, . . . , \Yk) is over ordered families of w;s, i ncluding overlappi ng 
clusters a nd clusters surrou ndi ng or overlappi ng 1f's. 

Expand U = 1 +A as in Sect. 3.3 to obtain 

(4.3.17) 

G is a graph of u nordered pairs (or li nes) { 1fu, \Ys} or { l¥51, \Ys2}. Let Gc be the part 
of G that co ntai ns li nes co nnected directly or i ndirectly to some lfu. Let G0 = G\Gc. 
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G is said to be connected with respect to {:%..} if G0 = 0. We sum separately over the 
Y;s in Gc and the lY,,'s in G0, using 

1 1 1 
L: k' L: L: = L: kT . L: . L: L: k , , L: ., L: · 
k • (WJ, • • .  ,"\Yk) G kc c• (WJ, . . •  , 'Irk) Gc ko o· ('It!, ... , �,0) Go 

Here Y� is a cluster for Gc, and Y; is a cluster for G0• 

FR= ( L L k1! 'L ' I;E}({li'J) TI A(£") b FA( ¥�)) {lfu) kc C ("\YJ, ... ,"!ikc) Gc .5l'EGc s-1 
IWsl > 1 

·(t 
1 

<wl',.� Wi:0l t }�t A(£") st\ F A( \Y;)) . (4.3.1S) 
IWsl > 1 

The second factor is just what we would have obtained for R 1. With 
(R) FR/FR=1, we have 

1 k 

(R)A,q=  L L kl L I;E}({lfu}) fl A(£") fl FA( ¥8) .  (4.3.19) 
{lfu) k • (Y!, . .. , "lik) Gc .5l'EGc s= 1 

l'>'sl > 1 
This is the final form of the expansion. 

To make the transformations leading to (4.3.19) completely well-defined, we 
should have placed Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary of a square 
much larger than A. All clusters would then be constrained to lie in some large V 
with p(V)=q. We show below that the first three sums in (4.3.19) converge 
absolutely, so that the right-hand side of (4.3.14) converges as V tends to infinity. 
The left-hand side also converges by virtue of the "regularity at infinity" of [17], so 
that (4.3.19) is valid in the limit. 

We require some exponential decay of E}({lfu}) with IV lful and with IV L'lful· 
From (4.2.5)-(4.2.6) we have 

Q< Q�(f, V) (logZLIP<W>-logZLI')i'Vi 
= QiF,Vq) 

e 

;;:; e(aP(W! +sPCW!-sq + logZLIPW> -logZLI•)iVie(Llc(F, \Y)- Llc(F, "\Yq)) 

;;:; e4/.11218VI. (4.3.20) 
The volume coefficients have canceled exactly, by virtue of aq = 0. In addition, 

logZ LJP(R;) -logZ Jq;;:; sq- sp(R;);;:; 2A 112 
so that 

(4.3.21) 

Thus 
JS} ({lfu})J;;:; fl Ji?Ajlfu>Je18;.112JVlTuJ u 

;;:; JJwJJLP fl [(N(A)!)1/2e-''l]eKidegR(1 +.!c -degRe-<2;.-z) Ll:N(Ll)>O 
--,,l,UlTul -<zi. �21Urlf., ·e " e " . (4.3.22) 
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In the second line we have used (2.5.11) and combined factors associated with R. 
The test function w has been reintroduced. The external boundary condition of 
each lf agrees with the boundary loop of the lf immediately surrounding it. Since 
external loops all have boundary condition q ,  any factor of A, -degR:;:: coming from 
an X with l: m =t= q is compensated by a factor e - ,,;. -2 coming from a phase 
boundary in some other lf. Hence the factor (1 +A, -degRe

-'2.< -2) in (4.3.22). 
The sums over k, (lY1 , ... ,\Yk), and Gc are controlled by a lemma proven in 

Sect. 4.4. Define 
k 

(})F('lll, . . .  ,7Lj; lY1, .. . ,lYk) L TI A(£') TI F(lYS), (4.3.23) 

where each 7Lr is either a lf or a lY. Gc is any graph that is connected with respect 
to 7L1, ... , that involves all \Y's, and that does not contain lines {7L,, 7Lr.}, 12 r ,  
r'2j. For O we haveGc= fJand 1. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Suppose A,� 1 � l. If Fq is any q -contour model with IIPI\2 1, then for 
all {'llp ... ,7L),j�1, 

L j(})F(7Ll, . . .  , 7Lj;lY1 , ... ,lYk) l 
(lY!, ... , lYk) t llYs l = N, P(lYs) = q 

2 k! e-r,l(k+N)/4
e
� l7lrl

. (4.3.24) 
Together with (4.3.22), the lemma yields the following bound on (4.3.19) : 

I(R) A,q\2 L 2\lwiiLP fl [(N(L1) ! )1 i2e -''1] 
{lfu) A:N(LI)>O 

. 
eKldegR(l +A_ -degRe-r2;t- 2) 

-�r,IJUlfuJ -r2l-2JU2'lf.J · e u e " . (4.3.25) 
Fix {I;,}, the regions containing {lfu}. The sum over rn U lfu and over l:n U lfu u u 

are controlled as in (4.2.17), yielding factors of /(1) j�T"l. 
The number of connected regions of size m overlapping or surrounding a 

square is less than e0<llm. If a number of regions with total size N all overlap or 
surround a square, then there are 2N ways of distributing the size into connected 
regions. Given the distribution N = m1 + m2 + ... + m,, there are fl e0<lJm, = e00lN 

possibilities, or e0<llN in all. Hence 
i 

L e tr,qvr"Jeo(llJVTuj2 fl (I e<-tr,I+O{l))N) 2 fl 0(1) . 
{Tu) A:N(A)>O N=O A:N(A)>O 

(4.3.26) 

The possibility N = 0 is included because some T's might contain more than one A. 
The theorem now follows from (4.3.25) and (4.3.26). 0 

We have shown that the first three sums in (4.3.19) converge absolutely, with a 
bound uniform in A given by (4.3.6). Each term converges as A'""'"' co. In fact, i?A,q('ll) 
=(i (7L) for 7L�A, so that FA(\Y)=F(lY) for lY�A and S�({lfu}) Sq({lfJ) for 
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U ][u � A. Here Eq({1fu}) is given by (4.3.14) but with(! replacing QA, q · Therefore, u 
(R)A,q converges as A->oo to (R)q given by 

(R)q L L :, L IEq({1fu}) n A(£') fi F(W.) (4.3.27) 
{ll'u} k • (Yt, ... , Yk) Gc Ii'eGc 1 

IYsl>l 

and satisfying the bound of Theorem 4.3.1. Except for clustering, all of the 
Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [22] are immediate consequences. 

We now show that truncated expectations 
(4.3.28) 

display exponential clustering. Let R1 and R2 be of the form n :1pq(xi)P;:, and let 
i 

w be an U function of all the variables, supported in a product of [-lattice squares. 
Let D be the distance (in ordinary units) between the R1-squares and the 
R2-squares. 

Theorem 4.3.3. Let p > 1 be given and suppose aq = 0. For A� 1 � l there exist positive 
constants K, r 1, r 2 depending on p, 1], C such that 

IJ dxw(x)(Rl; Rz)(x)l;;:; llwiiLP n (N(Ll)!)1f2eKldegR,Rz 
A 

. (1 + A -degR, Rze -<2-<- z)e -t1D!5. (4.3.29) 
Here < · ) refers either to the finite volume expectation or to the infinite volume one. 
Proof. Define 

(R)M L I L LE(A) ({FJ) {lful k (y,, ... ,Wkl:IWsl>l Gc tllful + �IWsl =M 
k 

· n A(£') n F<AJ(Ws), 
fi'EGc s= 1 

(4.3.30) 

so that 
CXJ 

(R)= L (R)M (4.3.31) 
M =l 

and 

(Rl; Rz) };1 [<RtRz)M- :t: (Rl)K(Rz>M- K] · (4.3.32) 

As long as M <D/l, each term in the sums over clusters in (R1R2)M has a 
factorization property : 

k 

LE(AJ({FJ) n A(£') n F(A)(Ws) 
Gc fi'EGc s= 1 

= (2: E(A1({Fu: supptR1 n (FuuUntFuH=0}) ll A(£') n FrA1(W.)) 
Gtc .!l'eG1c '\YsEGtc 

· (L E(A1({'ll'u : supptR2n (FuuUnt1fu)=!=0}) n A(£') n FrA1(W.)) . 
Gzc !eeGzc 'WsEGzc 

(4.3.33) 
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Here G lc is a graph connected with respect to the first set of lf's, and G z c is connected 
with respect to the second set. Equation (4.3.33) is a consequence of the fact that 
U =I= 1 (A =1=0) only when one cluster overlaps or surrounds another. With the 
restriction on total size of clusters, a graph connected with respect to all the lf's 
breaks into independent parts. The splitting of(l¥1, . .. , Wk) into ( W.E G1c) u( W.E G2 c) 
is independent of the graph. 

Factorization implies that the terms of(4.3.32) with M <D/l cancel, as there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between nonvanishing terms of <R1R2)M and of M-1 
L <Rl>K<Rz>M-K· K =l 

We estimate <R>M as before. The sum over ( W1, . . .  , Wk) involves only sets of k 
clusters with L IWsl =M- L llfJ Lemma 4.3.2 insures that we have a convergent 

s= 1 u 
-r,l(M-Z:J lfuJ) /4 factor e u left after summing over k and ( Wp . . .  , Wk) . Hence (4.3.25) is 

. . IM/4. -Jr,IIUlful· �r,liUlful vahd for I<R)MI With an extra factor e -r, If e 4 " IS replaced by e u • 
The rest of the estimate is identical. Putting the resulting bound into (4.3.32), we 
obtain 

IJdxl w(x)<R1; R2)(x)l II wiiLP f1 (N( Ll) !  )1 12eKldegR,R2 
Ll 

· (1+3rdegR,R2e-,2;.- 2) L Me- r,!/4 (4.3.34) 
M;;;,Djl 

and the theorem follows. D 
Theorem 4.3.3 establishes the remaining Osterwalder-Schrader axiom and 

shows that all the states we have constructed are pure states. Moreover, the 
Wightman field theory associated to the Schwinger functions has a positive mass 
gap. The mass gap is uniform as A tends to zero, and it is uniform in the param
eters {,Li}. When combined with the Chap. 3 results on the existence of phases with 
aq = 0, Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 establish Theorem 1.1.1. 

4.4. The Con vergence Lemmas 
In Sects. 3.3, 4.2, and 4.3 we have made use of lemmas which proved convergence of 
expansions involving U- and A -operations. We prove the lemmas here. The proof of 
the main result, Lemma 4.3.2, is essentially contained in [1]. We include it here for 
completeness. 
Proo f o f  Lemma 3.3.1 ,  Assuming Lemma 4.3.2. Fix a cluster W containing Ll and sum 
over the others in (3.3.10) before summing over W: 

(Y!, ... , Y�: U \Ys� Ll�� )�t A(£') sijl F
q( W,)I 

LI\YsJ =N , p {\Ys) =q s 
�kL: L: IF(lY)! L: lfPF(w;wl, ... ,wk-1)1 

n \Y2LI (Yt, . . .  ,\Yk-1) J \YI=n tiYsl =N-n 
�k! L L IIFIIe - r'li\YJ -r2J.-21J;vle - r'l( k- l+ N-n)/4e i\Yl . 

n \¥2 Ll I\YJ-=n 
(4.4.1) 
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A connected graph is connected with respect to any one of its clusters, so the 
substitution of (4.3.23) into (4.4.1) is valid. In the last step we have applied 
Lemma 4.3.2 and used IIFII � 1. The sum over lY is controlled as in (4.2.17). Using 

k�l, n�2 we bound (4.4.1) by 

k! IIFII :Le-r,lneO(l)ne-r,l(k+N)/4er,ln/4�k! IIFIIe-r,!(k+N)/4. (4.4.2) 
n 

This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4.2.2 is just Lemma 4.3.2 in the case {/l:1, . . . , /l:i} = {lY}. 

Proof of Lemma 4.3.2. Our first task will be to find a Kirkwood-Salzburg type 
equation expressing <P(/l:1, ... , lli; l¥1, ... , lYk) as a sum of terms involving <P's with 
smaller j + k. For each Gc in (4.3.23) let Q be the set of all s such that {.:l1, lY8}E Gc. Q 
may be empty, but only ifj�2. Let G� denote the subset of Gc composed of lines 
{ll:,, lY8} and {l¥8, lYs.}, with s,s'EQ and r >  1. Let G� be composed of all remaining 
lines except the lines {:l1, lYs}. If we fix Q, the summation over G� is unconstrained 
but G� must be a graph connected with respect to {:l2, . . .  , lli, (lYs)sea}. Since 

j 
L fl A( !E)= fl fl U(Jlr, lYs) TI 

r= 2 SED 

Equation (4.3.23) becomes 

Hence, 

<Pp(Zw .. ,Zi; l¥1, ... , lYk)= L fl A(Z1, l¥8) 
Q�{l, ... ,k) seD 

j 
' fl fl U(Zr, lYs) fl U(lYs,, }Ys2) 
r:.:.:::2 sEfJ s1 <sz; S!,sze.Q 

. TI F(lYS) L TI A( !E) TI F(lYS). 
sED G;; !PeG;{ sfj;Q 

<l>p(Zl, ... 'llj; lYl, . . .  'lYk) = L TI A(Zl, lYS) 
Q seQ 

j 
· fl fl U(Z,, lYs) fl U(l¥81, lYs) 
r=2 se!J s1<sz;s1.sze.O 

(4.4.3) 

(4.4.4) 

'fl F(lYs)<Pp{Zz, · · · 'Zj, (lYs)seQ; (\Ys)s¢Q) · (4.4.5) 
seQ 

This equation will enable us to prove the lemma by induction onj + k. To start 
the induction, notice that fork =0 we have <Pp(Z1, ... , Zi; 0) = 1, by definition. The 
lemma holds in this case. We define <Pp(0; l¥1, ... , lYk)=O. 

Forj +k�2,j� 1, k� 1, assume the lemma for smallerj +k. Since A(Z1, lYs)=O 
unless lYs overlaps or surrounds :l1, and since the U's and A's are either ± 1 or 0, 
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(4.4.5) yields 

L I<PF(�l'''''�j;Yl, . . .  , Yk)l 
('l't, .. . ,'lfk) 
�l'l'si=N 

3 1 9  

� L L n IF(Y.) II <PF(�z, . . .  '�j' (Ys)sen; (Ys)s;w)l Q (y,, ... ,'l'k) seQ f l¥sl = N, 'l's overlaps or surrounds ;;:, for sEQ 

k-1 1 N-1 IDI 
k! I -, I z.: n IF(Y�)' 

IDI=l IQ I .  M=IDI ('1'\, ... ,\Yint):�I\Ysi=M s=l 
'l's overlaps or surrounds ;;:, 

(\Yt, ... ,\Yk) s=l � I\Ysl = N, \Y, overlaps or surrounds Z1 

+ L I<PF(�2' ... '�j; Yl, .. . 'Yk)l. 
(\Y!, ... ,¥k) �l'l'si=N 

(4.4.6) 

We control the sums over "¥5, sEQ as follows. Given Y,, the region covered by "¥5, 
the sum overLy, and rn Ys are controlled as usual, using IIFII � 1. This produces a 
factor e0<tl1Ysl. There are at most 2M ways of expressing M as m1 +m2 + ... +m101, 
and there are at most l�1le00llmd connected regions overlapping or sur
rounding �1. Altogether, there is a factor e0<0Mi�1llnl from the sum over 
(Y'1, . . . , Yj.a1) :I IY.I M. Apply the induction hypothesis to the sums over Y., 

s¢Q: 

I I<Pp(�l' . . .  , �j;Yl, ... ,Yk)l (\Y,,. .. ''l'k) 
Il'l'si=N s 

j 

+ e- � r,lNI�tlk + k! e -r,l(N tk)/4er�21Zrl 

j 

�k!e-r,I(N+k)/4er�,l�l
. (4.4.7) 

We have used M�IQ I, N�k in the second step above. This completes the 
proof. 0 
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5. Converge Estimates 

5. 1 .  Structure of the Estimates 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the proofs of Propositions 2.5.1-2.5.6, which are the 
essential input to the analysis of Chaps. 3 and 4. The starting point for all the 
estimates is the vacuum energy bound, Proposition 2.5.1. The proof begins with 
the Wick ordering lower bound 

:&;.j</J,_(x)): -!tf :(¢"(x) (q)2:-& .. j(q) -logxq((J)(LI)) + ( :15¢"(x)2: 
� -b(logK)deg&'/2. (5.1.1) 

Here ¢" is the momentum cutoff field and 3¢" = ¢"-¢. This bound assures us that 
the O(.?.-2) differences in classical energies and the O(r 2) effect from the term 
-!ry(¢"-(q)2 can be controlled by the spin localization factor Xq and by estimates 
on the fluctuation field 3¢". [The term !fl :(¢"-(q?: is subtracted from & in order 
to leave a small mass in the Gaussian measure when doing the vacuum energy 
bound.] 

The proof of (5.1.1) involves showing that -logxq((J)) is large unless (J) is in the 
range [J((q _ 1 + (q), !((q + (q+1)]. The term (3¢; is large unless ¢" is close to (1). 
Thus ¢" is localized near (q, where we have a quadratic lower bound on & 
[condition (vii), Sect 2.1]. 

After proving the Wick bounds, the proof follows [19] with a few modifi
cations arising from differences in classical masses. In each phase p the vacuum 
energy relative to the mass mP ground state is bounded below byE�-O(.A.). Phase 
boundaries produce strong convergence e- 3<2.<- 2P:I arising from the gradient 
term in the Euclidean action. The field changes by 0( A.-1) in a distance 0( 1 ), so 
that H IJ7 ¢12 � O(r 2). The other important ingredient for the vacuum energy 
bound is a bound on the fluctuation field 

(5.1.2) 
uniform as ry --+0. 

The lower bound on Z .ctP (Sect. 5.4) puts an upper bound E� + O(J,) on the 
vacuum energy (relative to mass m if). The lower bound 

Zr( V)�exp[(- Et;,<W)_O(A. - z)W I VIJ 
is needed in Sect. 5.7 to prove smoothness of Zr in f..t. Bounds of this type have not 
previously been needed in low temperature expansions. It is ordinarily sufficient to 
support the measure on uniform spin configurations, leaving phase boundary 
terms to be as small as they like. In our case the smoothness in f..t is needed for all 
configurations if we are to construct hypersurfaces with 2, 3, . . .  , r- 1 coexisting 
phases. The proof involves bounding the expectation of : <p�(V) : in the measure 
Xre -Vp(W)df..tm�( <pp) by O(.A.- 2WI'\VI. Cluster expansion techniques cannot b� used for 
such expectations; we must control the error involved in considering : <p�(V) : as a 
bounded variable. 

Section 5.5 is concerned with the mass-shift normalization factors arising in the 
decoupling expansion. Just as in Sect. 3.3, it is important to obtain the exact 
volume dependence of logZw,ro/s) and to bound the remainder as a surface effect. 
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We also need smoothness in f.l. Armed with these estimates, we bound the terms of 
the decoupling expansion in Sect. 5.6 and we obtain their smoothness in f.1 in 
Sect. 5.8. 

5.2. Wic k Ordering Lower Bounds 
In this section we prove lower bounds on the Wick ordered interactions. These 
bounds diverge slowly as the momentum cutoff K tends to infinity. They are an 
important ingredient in the vacuum energy bounds. 

We use the momentum cutoff of [19] . It consists of a smoothing operator 
Q": f- -... f" which preserves localization in unit squares and acts as the identity on 
characteristic functions of unit squares. If we define the fluctuation field 61/>(x) 
= 1/>(x) -(/)(x) 1/>(x)- J 1/>(x)dx, we have ( 61/>Mx)= l/>"(x)- (/)(x). 

We shall require certain lower bounds on the polynomial £1\@. The Wick 
bounds then apply to .?l.�c( �) = ),- 2 £1'1(A �) for A � 1 .  If �1, . . . , �,are a number of 
relative minima of 91 ' then �q(A) =A -1 �q are relative minima of &l.�c. With 91 ( � + �q) 

d 
= L aj ,q �\ put �0 = - oo, �r+ 1 = oo and take �q < �q+ 1. Recall the definition of 

j=O 

the spin localization functions: 
(�q(.lc) + �q + t(.l.))/2 ( I' ' ) _ - 1 /2 J -(,;- z)2d Xq ., , ,.,. -n e z, 
(�q-t(.lc) + ,;.().))/2 

(5.2. 1 )  

where q = 1 ,  . . . , r. The argument A in �q and Xq will often be omitted. Let x�nJ( �) 
dn 

= d�n xq( �). 

Proposition 5.2.1. Suppose (E (O, tJ, IJE(O, (/4], and C> 2. Let &1 be any po lynomia l 
with d � C e ven. Suppose l�q- �q+ 1 1;:;; c -1 , lad ,ql ;:;; C-1, and ia j, ql � C for j = 1, . . . , d. 
Suppose further that for q = 1 ,  . . .  , r 

1'/( �-�q f, �E (t( �q -1 + �q), t( �q+ �q +1)) 
&1 ( �) -&1 ( �q) ;:;; '1( �- �q)2 -� ( � t( �q + �q+ 1))2, � ;:;; t( �q + �q + 1) 

11( �- �q)2 - � ( � + �q -1))z, �� H�q + 1) .  (5.2.2) 

Then there exist constants b( C), a(IJ, C)> 0, and K (depending on ly on their 
respecti ve arguments ) such that for a ll K, a ll x ELI, a ll AE (0, 1 ], and q 1, . . .  , r  

: &l.�c(¢ ,ix)) : -t11 : (¢ 1<(x)- �q)2 : - &.�c( �q) - log Xq( (/)( LI)) + ( : 6¢ "(x }2 : 
;:;; b( C)(log K)a;z . (5.2.3) 

Under the same conditions, 
: £1' ... ( ¢ 1<(x)) : tiJ :( 1/>"(x) -�q)2 : -&"'( �q) log lx �n(.d))( (/)(L1))1 + ( : 6¢ "(x)2 : 

;:;; a(IJ, C)A- 2 - logKn( LI) ! - b( C)(log K }d/Z (5.2.4) 
for any n( LI) ;:;; 1 .  
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Proof. We begin with some upper bounds on loglx�"l(q}(LI))I. Put A =!(�q + �q-1), 
B =!(�q + �q+ 1). The following bounds are valid: 

o� xq($(LI))� 1 , 
Xq( q}(LI)) �!, q}(LI) �A or q}(LI) � B , 

Xq(q}(LI)) � t/2e- ! <tP<Lil- Al2, $(LI) �A, 

xq{$(LI))� V2e- �<oP<Lil-W, q}(LI)�B , 
lx�"l(q}(LI))I �!Kn! (e- � <tP<Ltl-Al2 + e- � <<P<Lil-w), n � 1. (5.2.5) 

The first two bounds are easy consequences of (5.2.1), and the others are proven in 
[19]. We can combine the second, third, and fourth bounds to yield 

logxq($(LI))� -t(q}(LI)-Af, q}(LI)�A, 
logxq($(LI))� -t(q}(LI)-B)2, q}(LI)�B .  

Furthermore, for n � 1, (5.2.5) implies 
loglx�"l(q)(LI))I�Kn! -t($(LI)-A)2, q}(LI)��q ' 
log lx�"l( $(LI))I � Kn! -t($(LI)-B)2, q}(LI) � �q . 

(5.2.6) 

(5.2.7) 

Define X= A-I¢K-�ql and break the proof into two cases, depending on whether 
I<PKI is very large or not. 
Case 1. X>4C3. We use the fact that the leading term ad.id-2(¢-�/ of flll;._ 
dominates everything else, including the Wick counterterms. The Wick constants 
are O(logK), so the following bound holds: 

d [j/2] 
- L L lf3(C)I(logK)ki¢K-�qli-2kAj-z. (5.2.8) 

j= 2 k= 1 

The last term contains all the Wick counterterms. The indexj runs over the degree 
of monomials (¢K-�q)i in flJ>A- Since laj,qi�C andj�d�C, the coefficients in the 
Wick counterterms all satisfy a bound depending only on C. The proposition will 
follow in Case 1 if we can show 

P�a(ry, C)r2-b(C)(logK)d12, 
because logxq(q}(LI))�O, loglx�"l(q)(LI))I �Kn!. 

We prove (5.2.9) by establishing the following two bounds: 
1 d-1 

2C
rzxd�a(ry, C)A--2 + 

j
�

1 c
xirz+!IJX2A--z' 

2�3 A--2Xd � lf3(C)I sup (log�<)kxj-zk A,2k-2-b(C)(logK)d/2. j,k 

(5.2.9) 

(5.2.10) 

(5.2.11) 
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Cancel the common factor A.-2 in (5.2.10). Since X>4C3, we have 4�xd�1 

1 d-1 . . . �a(ry, C). Furthermore, 4C xd�C2xa-l� 
j
�l CX1+ tYfX2, so (5.2.10) 1s vahd. 

For k = j/2 d/2, (5.2.11) is immediate. Otherwise, note that 
xd M(logK)kxd-Zk is minimized at X;;; M112k(logK)112 so that 
xd �M(logK)kxd-Zk_ Md/Zk(logK)dfZ_ Therefore, 

2
�3 A.- 2Xd � 2

�3 xd � I.B(C)I(logK)kxd-zk_ b(C)(logK)alz 

� 1.8( C)l(logK)kX j-2k ). 2k-z-b( C)(logK)d/2 ' 
using X� 1, A.;;; 1. This completes the proof of (5.2.11). 

(5.2.12) 

Case 2. X;;; 4C3. In this region we have a lower bound -b( C)(logK)a;z on the Wick 
counterterms, so we can work freely with unordered polynomials. We consider 
only (ij(LJ) � �q' as the case (i}(LJ);;; �q is essentially the same. Consider three 
subcases. 
Case 2A. B < oo, and either (i}(LJ) > B or n(LJ) > 0. Let i = logKn(A)! if n(A) > 0 or 0 if 
n( LJ) = 0. The proposition will follow from 

!?1;,(</>")-tYf(cp"-�q)2-!?l4(�q) -loglx�n(Al)((i}(LJ))I + (b</>; 
�a(ry, C)r2-L, 

by virtue of the lower bound on the Wick counterterms. 

(5.2.13) 

Substitute �q A.�q(A.), � = A.f in (5.2.2) and divide both sides by A.2• The left
hand side becomes r2!?11(A.e'}-r2!?11(A.�q) !?I;J�')-!?J;,(�q), and the right-hand 
side is invariant, except that � is replaced by �'. Thus (5.2.2) holds for !?I;_, �q(A.), and 

(5.2.14) 

We have used the fact that (¢" B)2>(4>"-A)2 if cp";;;A. For </>"E[A, B], the last 
term could have been omitted. 

From (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) we have 

-loglx�n(All((iJ(LJ))I �-i + t((i}(LJ)-B)2 . (5.2.15) 

Thus (5.2.13) reduces to the inequality 

!IJ(cp"-�q)z- j(cJ>"-B)2 + !((i}(A)-B)z + ((</>"-(i}(LJ))z �a(IJ, C)A. --2 . 

(5.2.16) 

we have 

(5.2.17) 
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Thus the left-hand side of (5.2.16) is bounded below by 

try( r/>"- �q)z +t( ¢( L1) -B)z + � (¢ " ¢( L1))z 

� til(¢ "-�q)2 + ; ( r/>1<- B f 

� ±ry( �q -B f� l6 11c- z ;.,- z · 
' We have used rt-:£ 4 and 

J. Z. Imbrie 

(5.2.18) 

l �q -B l = tl �q -�q+ 1 l = tr 1 l �q {A= 1)- �q+ 1 ()" 1)1 � tr 1 C- 1 . (5.2.19) 
This completes Case 2A. 
Ca se 2B. ¢( L1)-;£B and n(LI) = O .  The proposition will follow from 

f/JA¢ ") -hC<P"- �q)2 - f!J;.(�q) + (b¢ ; � o. 
As in (5.2.15), (5.2.2) reduces the inequality to proving the positivity of 

til(¢ " �q)z -� (¢ "- B)2 + (( $( L1)- r/>l<)z ' r/>1< > B 

try(¢ 1< �q)2 -� ( 4>"-A)2 + (( $( L1) -r/>Y, r/>"<A 

!rt( r/>"-�q)2 + �( ¢( L1) -r/>Y, r/>"E [A, B] . 

(5.2.20) 

(5.2.21) 

In the first case, 1¢ 4>"1 � 14>"- Bl proves positivity. The third case is positive as it 
stands. In the second case, use $( L1)� �q to show I$( L1)-¢ "1� 1 4>"-A I  and prove 
positivity. This completes Case 2B. 
Ca se 2C. B =  oo and n( Ll) �  1. We have 

loglx�n)( ¢(.1))1 Kn ! + t( ¢( .1) A)2 
� Kn ! + /2 l �q - 1 l 2 
� -Kn ! + AC- 2 r2 • (5.2.22) 

Thus Case 2C follows from (5.2.20). This completes the proof of 
Proposition 5.2.1. 

5.3. Vac uum Energy Bo und 
We begin the proof of Proposition 2.5.1 by stating a number of lemmas bounding 
F 1 , . . .  , F 4 and the fluctuation field. The proofs are as in [19], with only slight 
modifications arising from masses not equal to unity. 
Lemma 5.3.1. For any C > 2, rtE (O, 1] there exi st s  r2( rt, C) >O  such that 

F1 ( W) 6 r2 A- 2 1Iyl· (5.3.1) 
The proof uses the fact that the minima are separated by at least c- 1  r 1 to 

obtain O(r 2) terms from 117W and (g-h)2 • 
Let w(x)E [rt/2, m2] for all x and suppose m ;- w(x) is compactly supported. 
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Lemma 5.3.2. For any C > 2, 7JE (0, 1 ], there exi st s  a /.0( 1J, C)>0 such that for 
AE (0, /.0] and pE [1 ,  O(m/ 1J)], 

f e - pF3(W)d flro, s(1JJ) � e}.FdW). ( 5.3.2) 
Lemma 5.3.3. There exi st s  a con stant K 1 such that for any C > 2, ( E (0, n2 /2 7), 

lJE (O, (/4] there exi st s  A 0( 1J, C)> O  such that for AE (O, A 0], p ?;,  1, and any K, s, OJ, 1',1 
with suppt(m;-w(x)) �A, Y,t � W  nA, 

f exp [ f (:c5¢;(x) : dx -pF l�')]d flro)1JJ) 
Yet 

�eK,( IYcrW+�F,(W))ep2( l - q/m�)Fz(W). ( 5.3 .3) 

We next prove some estimates on the coefficients occurring in QroJ\Y). Let 
Ll 1 � YnA, h(Ll 1) =  �m and define 

U(Ll 1) =  f [ :D';.j</>(x)) : E� - !11 :( </>(x)- h(x))2 : -!(wn(x)- 1J) :<p(x)2 :]dx 
Ll' 

( 5.3. 4) 

W(t, A 1) = t(U(A 1) + E� E �) +  f t(wn(x) IJ) :<p(x f:dx . ( 5.3. 5) 
LJ1 

See (2.3.8) and (2 .4.3). Write 
d 

U(Ll 1) =  I f kix) :<p(x) j:dx . 
j=O Ll1 

( 5.3 .6) 

Lemma 5.3.4. The following bo und s hold for dist(x, l') 

i kix) /� CA j- z ,  3 �j � d ,  
k2(x) = k1(x) = O ,  ( 5.3 .7) 
k0(x)= E �- E� = O(r2) ,  h(x)= �m · 

If dist (x, l') < L/2, then 
( 5.3.8) 

Proof. For dist(x,l')?;,L/2 we have <p = <p 111= </> h for some m. By condition (iii), 
Sect. 2.1 we have 

Y';.( <p + �m) = A- 2 91 (A( lp + �m(A))) A- 2 91 (A lp + �m( 1 )) 
d 

= '\' a . 1pi;. j- 2 + l.m2 ,,2 + Em 
.L,; J,m 2 m't' c ( 5.3.9) 

j=3 

and the first bound follows. The last two terms in ( 5.3. 4) sum to - twn(x) :<p 111(x)2 : 
- tm ;,  :<p(x)2 :, since wn(x)= m;(x) whenever dist(x, l') Thus the j 2 and 

j 1 terms vanish. The bound on /E �- E� i  comes from (v) and the restriction 
111'1 �c-t. 

The minima of r!J>;. are separated by O(A -t ), and hence /g - �q/ is O(A - 1 ). Thus 

9;.( </>) -E� = 11- 2 r!J>1 {!l<p + 0(1)+ �q(l))- E� . 
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Expanding in terms of 1p, we find that each monomial1pj has a coefficient O(,V- 2). 
The same is true for the other terms in U. This completes the proof. 

Define for .11 &;; Y nA 
HZ(t,LI1) t f [:&A,)'(cf>"(x)):-E� t11:(4>"(x)-h(x))2:]dx 

_jl 

+ f t(1-t)(wn(x)-11) :v'"(x)2:dx , 
_jl 

and let b HZ( t, .11) W( t, .11)-W"( t, .11 ). Then with 
kix)=kix), j =f:-2 ,  
k2(x)= -t(wn(x) 71), 

(5 .3 . 10) 

(5.3.11 ) 

we have that 6HZ is a sum of terms ki:1pj: :(1p" + g"-g)i:) . Expanding these 
yields d 

6HZ(t,LI1) t L f kix)(:1p(x)i: :1p"(x)j:)dx 

where 

j= 1 _jl 
d-1 + t L f t5kix, K) :1p,,(x)j: dx 
j=O .d' 

+ f t(1-t)(wn(x) -71)( :1p(x)2:-:1p"(xf :)dx, 
.d' 

bkn(x,K)=- I kix) (j) (g,Jx)-g(x))j-n. 
j= n+ 1 n 

(5.3. 12) 

(5 .3. 1 3) 

Lemma 5.3.5. For all p < oo there exi st s  z(p ,  C) > 0 such that the following bo und s 
hold : 

lkix)I�0(1) , j > 1 and dist(x,l') ;:;:L/2 , 
bk/x)=k1(x)=O, dist(x,l');:;:L/2, 

lk/x)l �0(1).A.j-z , 
(5. 3 .1 4) 

llbk)ILP(A'> � 0(1) ). -zK�e. 

Proof. The bounds on kj follow from L�mma 5.3 . 4. Since g(x) = const for dist(x, l') 
;:;:L/2, Q"X.J,=X.J' implies g "=g  and c5kj=0. The last bound follows from 

(5 .3. 1 5) 

The bound on II g "  g II follows from properties of the momentum cutoff, 
see [ 19]. D 

Lemma 5.3.6. There exi st s  K 2( w, C) and c5( C) > 0 with the following property. Let 
{m(LI1): Ll1 � Y nA} be a set of nonnegati ve integer s and let {�<(LI1): .11 � Y nA} be a 
set of po siti ve n umber s with K(LI1t;:;:r2 for dist ( LI\ l')�L/2. Then 

/S Ll'lJnA 
c5HZw>(t, LJlt(A'>d.uro,s(1fJ)j 

� fl [(dm(LI1 )) ! (K 2K(L11) -<>rW>J . (5.3. 1 6) 
Ll 1£;YnA 
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Proof. We require C"'(s) to have fractional derivatives in some U. This follows 
from the Neumann series representation for (2.4. 1 )  

00 
C(O(s) cm2(s) I [(iii2 - w)C.n2(s)]" (5.3. 17) 

n= O  

as in [ 19]. Convergence follows from the fact that 0 < w(x) S iii2 and 

I I C.n2(s) [[ S !2 . This representation also shows that both the kernel and the 
m 

operator Cro(s) are positive, increasing in s, and decreasing in co. The bounds of 
Lemma 5.3.5 suffice to complete the proof as in [7]. D 

We establish a weaker version of Proposition 2.5. 1 and then recover the full 
version using a perturbation argument. Let � be the union of the unit lattice 
squares of YnA that satisfy dist(A\ l:)�L/2 and n(A 1) = 0. For each A 1 � �, 
introduce a parameter t(A [0, 1] .  Let � be the union of all A 1 � � with t(A 1) =l= 0 
and let Y,=(YnA)\�. Define 

U(A 1) U(A 1) + E� - E�(J ') ' 
U(t, Y) I t(A 1)U(A 1) +  I U(A 1) .  

J 1 i;; Ya J 1 i;; Yc 

(5.3. 1 8) 

Proposition 5.3.7. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5. 1 ,  but with 

pE [l , l + 1�iii) ' 
I I (') - U(t, Y) -v;(Y) II < Il ( A l) ! - 3<2A - 2( i.EI + I.l:' l) al2 I Ytl Xr,.. ye LP(d!'wn, s(IJ!)) = n Ll • e e . 

J l  
(5.3. 19) 

Proof. We follow [19] closely. Let ¥,1= Y,u�, put t(A) = 1 for A � ¥,, and define 

- 1 � W(t, Y)= U(t, Y)+ - J (wn(x)-IJ) : !p(x)2 : dx = L... W(t, A) . 2 Yet A 
(5.3.20) 

(5.3.21) 

Here q ;;S l + 1�iii ' q' is even, and q'= q/(q- 1) S 0(1J/iii). The F3 integral is 
bounded by Lemma 5.3.2 and Z"'n"'(s) is bounded in Sect. 5.5, yielding the estimate 

(5.3.22) 

The last factor can be bounded using the Wick bounds of Sect. 5.2. For each 
A 1 � ¥,1 we specify a positive integer i(A 1 ). We take Ki(Jl =i<Al and sum over all sets 
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{i(Ll)} subject to the restriction that Kf(..-t) � r 2 for dist(Ll, 1.') � L/2. For each {i(Ll)}  
we find a bound that applies only to the subset of :7' such that for all Ll £; Y,t 

(W(t, Ll) + ' : a¢;( .d) : - log ix0(¢(Ll))i)E 
[ -b(logKi(Ll} +  1)a12 - 1 ,  - b(logKi(Ll))a;z 1 ] , n(Ll )=O ,  
[ - b(logKi(Ll) + 1)a12 + ar2 logKn(Ll) !  1 ,  
- b(logKi(Lll)a12 + ale- 2 - logKn(Ll) ! - 1 ] , n(Ll) > 0 .  

When i(Ll) asswnes its minimum value, we omit the upper limit. 
On this subset, and for i(Ll) not minimal, we have 

W(t, Ll )+ '  : a¢;(Ll) : - log lx<'l(¢(Ll))l 
� b(logK1(Ll))d12 - 1  + (a), 2 - logKn(Ll) ! ,  n(Ll) > 0) 
� �(t, Ll) + '  : Ci¢;(Ll) : -logix0(¢(Ll))l - 1 , 

where we have used the Wick bound 

t(Ll)( :f!i>(¢K) : -111 : (¢K - ()2 : - E �) + ' : a¢; : - loglx�(¢(Ll))l 
+i(l - t(Ll))(wn -ry) : 1p2 : 

� - b(logKi(Ll))d12 + (ar2 - logKn(Ll ) ! ,  n(Ll)> O) .  

(5.3.23) 

(5.3.24) 

(5.3.25) 
For n(Ll )>O  we have t(Ll) = 1 and this is Proposition 5.2. 1 .  For n(Ll) =O the 
additional terms satisfy 

( 1 - t(Ll))( : a¢; : - logxm(¢(Ll)) +i(wn -ry) : 1p2 : ) � - b' logK 

and (5.3.25) follows using b = b( C) + b'. 
Equation (5.3.24) implies that 

1 � j()�(t, Ll )j � aWK(t, LJr(Ll) (5.3.26) 
for m any positive even integer. We choose m(Ll) :<:,Kf/1ld/q', where () is given by 
Lemma 5.3.6. For i(Ll) minimal, put m(Ll) = 0. Applying the lower bounds in 
(5.3.23), we obtain 

W(t, Y) - loglx(')l - F4 1 1£�. � TI (Kn(Ll) ! e-a.< - 2)Pq Ll : n(d) > O  
. I IJ TI [b�'<"J(t, Ll)

m(Ll}epq(b(logKi(L1) + t)d/2+ 1 + ( : ii.P�(d):}e-pqF•]dJ.tr:o)1fJ) I {i(Ll)} Ll £;Yet 

� (1] n(Ll) ! e  - a'.< - 2 1l''ltll e' L"4>�(x) : dx-F•(Yl [., 

. I II Il a�,<LI>(t, LJr<Lll ll Il eb, (logK''">)d/2 
(i(d)} Ll � Yet L•' Ll �Yet 

(l] n(Ll) ! e - a' J. -21L'!
Y

q eK,( !Yct!F+ pq2\:Ft)fqep2q3( 1 - nlF2 

· TI [ I [(dKf/1)a + 2) ! (K2Ki(JlW��]W 
d�Yet i(d) > imin(Ll) 

(5.3.27) 
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We have applied Lemma 5.3.3 to the integral and Lemma 5.3.6 to the bl¥.c 
integrals. 

The i(Ll ) sum converges, and the term i(Ll ) = imin(Ll) is less than eKs(CJilog.J.Id/2 

for dist(Ll, 1:) � L/2. Thus the product in (5.3.27) is bounded by 
O(t)IYctlf2 Il eKsllog.J.Id12 � eO(l)IY ctiF e.l.F, .  

J : dist(LI,l:);'i;L/2 
We have used Lemma 5.3. 1 to show that 

L2K5 JlogA.ia12 il:l 6r2A.- 1 ILI �A.F1 .  

Combining (5.3.27) and (5.3.22), we obtain 
[ [ {le 

- U(t, YJ - tp' [[ LP 
� TI n(Ll) ! e - a' .l. - 2I.E'Ie0( l) l y ctW e - ( 1  2).-i;K!)F,e - ( 1 - pq2( 1 - �))F2 .  

A 

(5.3.28) 

The difference I ��112 - I  �112 can be absorbed with a decrease in a' and the loss 
of another factor A.F 1 • Take ( less than n2 /2 7 pq and small enough so that 1 - 3A. 

- (K1 ��· Since pq2 < 1 + � , the coefficient of F 
2 

is negative. Since F 
2 
>0, we may 

drop the F 
2 

factor. This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.5.1. The change from U(l, Y) to Qro"(Y) produces the factor 
exp (� l2(E� - E�)l Ylm) in (2.5.3), see (5.3. 1 8). To obtain a factor A. in front of the 
volume, apply the identity 

1 

e - pii(J) 1 pU(Ll) J e - pt(JJii<Aldt (5.3.29) 
0 

for each Ll ?;,;  Ya, as in [19] .  In each term of the resulting sum, separate the pU(Ll) 
factors from the exponential with Holder's inequality. Lemma 5.3.4 bounds the 
coefficients in U (Ll ?;,; Ya) by O(A.), so the if-integral is bounded by O(A.f 1Yt l . The 

preceding proposition bounds the other integral. Thus for pE r 1, 1 + 3;m l '  
I! xP e - Qwn(Y) II LP 

�e
�F(Eg - El?'l1Yim

e _ 3<2A - 2( 1.EI IE' Il [l n(Ll l ) ! [l (l+O(A.)) , 

and the proof is complete. 0 

5.4. Lower Bounds for ZJm and Z.r 

Ll 1  d 1 � Yd 
(5.3.30) 

In this section we prove Proposition 2.5.2 and a lower bound on Z.rC¥) which will 
be important in the proof of Proposition 2.5.6, Sect. 5.7. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5.2. By (2.4. 16) we need to show that for an [-lattice square 
Ll ?;,;A 

(5.4. 1 )  
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Write the integral as 

J Xr=ome- U(d)dflm?n,oA(1pm) 
= 1 + J Xr=om(e- U(d) 1)dflm(n, iU(1iJm) + HXr=om - 1)dflm(n,atJ(1iJm) · (5.4.2) 

As in (5.3.29)-(5.3.30), the second term is bounded by 

TI (1 + O(Jc)) - 1 � O(,U2) . (5.4.3) 
,j l � ,j  

Write the third term as I Jxrdflm?n, aJ(1iJm) and observe that for n =l=m 
E$ m 

( : 6¢;(x) : - logxn( <fj(Ll)) + i(m� -ry) :1pm(x)2 : 
> - bl + "{{(¢" �m? + (¢K - �j2 + (�- !(�m + �n))2, 1¢ - �mi �!C- l.Jc-l  
= ogK 

2 (¢" �"')z + (¢K - ¢)z, 1¢ - �ml �tc- l,.t- t 
� - b logK + O(Jc- 2) . (5.4.4) 

Thus (5.3.25) holds for t(A) x;j replaced by Xm and with a term a},- 2• With 
I; =A, F; =O, the remainder of the proof of Proposition 5.3.7 can be applied to 
yield 

Thus 

I J Xrdflm?n, oJ(1iJm) �(1 + e -O(l - 2)t - 1  � e - O(l - 2) . 
E$m 

This completes the proof. 0 

Proposition 5.4.1. Under the conditions of Proposition 2.5.1 ,  

z r(\V)e£�(\Ylf2 J\YI � e- a(q, C)A - 2z2J\YI . 

Here a is independent of I: for I: compatible with V. 

(5.4.5) 

(5.4.6) 

(5.4.7) 

Proof. This lower bound is very weak because of possible phase boundaries. 
Nevertheless it is essential in the proof of Proposition 2.5.6. 

Write p(\V) = p, dflm� ,8J1iJp) d1pP. By (2.4.16), we need a lower bound on 
Jxre- Vp(\Y)d1iJp· Recall that 

(�u + �o- + ll/2 - �p 
x,.(� + �p) = n- 1/2 J e- <� - z)2dz . 

(�o-- 1  + �u)/2- �p 
(5.4.8) 

Choose an interval [z0, z0 + 1], z0 = O(Jc - 1 ) in the range of z-integration. Since 
e- (�- z)l � e- 2�2e-O(.� - l) for z in the interval, we have a lower bound on xa : 

Thus 

S v (\Y)d -O(l - 2)Z2 J¥1 s TI - 2tp(d 1)2 -Vp(\Y)d xre- p tp P e e e 1p P . ,j 1 � 'W 

(5.4.9) 

(5.4.10) 
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By Jensen's inequality, the integral on the right is bounded below by 
exp (-J C�,., 21p(Lil)z + r;,(W)) dlpP) � e-O(llt21WI , 

completing the proof. 0 

5.5. Estimates on Mass Shift Normalization Factors 

331  

(5.4. 1 1 )  

We need estimates on the factors Zwk"'k+ .(s) arising in the expansion of  Sect. 2.4. It 
is important to get the correct volume dependence and to estimate the deviation as 
a surface effect. 

Recall that 
(5.5. 1) 

where the Wick order is with respect to the free covariance with mass m1(= V%". 
In this section only, we shall use ordinary units (not 1- or ZZ-units) to measure 
lengths and areas. 
Proposition 5.5.1. Let w1 (x), w2(x) be constant on unit lattice squares and lie in the 
range [ry/2, m2] for all x. Let D be a finite union of unit lattice squares, and suppose 
w1 (x) = w2(x), xrf;D and wi(x) wi, XED. Let s = {sb} be an arbitrary set of 
decoupling parameters for the bonds of the !-lattice, subject to the requirement that 
sb= l for b intersecting the interior of D. Finally, suppose [w2 - w1 ! � w1 - ry/4, 
where 6.!1 = inf w1 (x). Then 

X 

where 0(1) depends only on 11 and m. Here [DI is the volume of D and [aD[ is the length 
of the boundary of D. 
Proof. We have the formula 

logZw,ro2(S) -!tr log(l (w1 -w2)CwJs))-!tr(w1 W2)Croo 

I _!_ tr((w1 -w2)Cro.(s))" + !tr(w1 -w2)(Cro . (s) - Cw0) , (5.5.3) n = 2 2n 
where Croo is the free covariance. Convergence follows from our assumed bound on 
[w1 w2! and Cro. (s) � (-Ll + 6.!1 )  - 1 . We begin by comparing each term of this sum 
with the corresponding term after replacing Cro.(s) with the free covariance cw. ·  
Using CwJs) � C611, cw. � C611, we have 

�� tr[(w1 w2)C"'1 (s)]" � tr [(w1-w2)CwYI 
1 n - 1 . . � - tr(w1-w2)"C�, ICro1(s) - C10.1XnCro.(s)" - r 

1 
n 

� lw1 w2 [" trC6,� 1 1Cro1(s) - C10 1 IXv 

� [w1 w2 rn(tr C6,� 1 [C10 .(0)-C10 1 [  +tr CC,� 1 ICw1(s)-C10.(s)lxv) .  (5.5.4) 
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Here Cw,(O) has Dirichlet boundary conditions on oD, Cw, is the free covariance, 
and XD is the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function of D. 

Standard estimates on the Wiener integral representation for 
(C,;; ,(O)-C,;;)(x, y) [17, 27] yield a decay exp(-c(lx yj + dist(y, oD))) for some 
c>O. Thus 

IIC- (0)( · y)-C- ( · y) ll < Ke -cdist(y, oDJ W1 ' Wt ' J.2(dx) = • 

The covariances Cro, map L2 to L00 r-.L2, so 

c-1JC- (0) C- j(x y) Kw - n + ze- cdist(y, oDJ 
Wt W1 (1)1 ' 1 

and hence 
ro 
L lw1-w21" trC6;�1IC,;; ,(O)-Co;, I ;;;;KI8DI . 

n �  2 

(5.5 .5) 

(5.5.6) 

(5.5 .7) 

The second term in (5.5.4) is handled by putting W1 = tw1 + ( 1 - t)w and 
observing that 

IC(O,(s)-C,;;,(s)l 
= I! -cro,(s)(w1-wl)CwJs)dt l ;;;;K ! cw,(s)x-DCwJs)dt . 

(5.5.8) 

Since 
llx C (s)x ( · y)l l � Ke- cdist(y, oD) -D COt D ' L2(dx) - ' 

the second term is also bounded by KI8Dj. 
In a similar fashion we can prove 

We have expressed logZw,w2(s) as 

00 (wl-wz)" n 1 - -
n�z . 2n tr(xDCw) + 2(w1 -wz) trxD(C;;;, -Cro0) 

(5.5.9) 

(5.5. 10) 

(5.5. 1 1) 

up to an error KI8Dj. We next control the substitution (xDCo;,t-1 -->C�� 1. Since 
Co;,-XDCw, = X-DC0,, we obtain a sum of terms 

(wt-wz)" i n - i  

2n tr(xDCw) X-DC;;; , ,  j = l, . . .  , n- 1  

as in (5.5.4). By (5.5.9), the sum of these terms is bounded by KI8DI. 

(5. 5. 12) 

With jnst one XD in each trace, we can use translation in variance to divide by 
IDI simply: 

1 - CIJ (wt-wzt n 
IDI (logZro,ro2(s) + O(i8Dj))- 2n 

Ca;,(O, O) 

+ �(w1 -w2)(Cro,-Cw0)(0, 0) . (5.5. 1 3) 
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We calculate the right-hand side in momentum space : 

oo (w - w  )" d2p 1 d2p ( 1 1 ) 
n�2 

1
2n 

2 J (2n)2 (p2 + w1t + t(wl WzH (2n)2 p2 +wl - p2 + wo 

Since 

this is equal to 

oo x" 

n= n(n - 1) 
= (1 - x) log(1  x) + x  for lxl < 1 ,  

Wz l Wz wt 1 wl Wz - wt - og - - - og- -8n w0 8n w0 8n ' 

which completes the proof. 

(5.5.14) 

(5.5. 1 5) 

(5.5 .16) 

Corollary 5.5.2. The bound (5.5.2) of Proposition 5.5 . 1  holds without the restriction 
on lw2 - w1 1. 
Proof. The elementary identity 

zro,w3(s) = Z"''"'2(s)Z"'2"'3(s) (5.5. 17) 

allows us to write Z"''"'2(s) as a product of Z's for which Proposition 5.5.1 is 
applicable. The terms 

w w w 
-log -
8n w0 8n 

cancel for the intermediate w's. D 
This trick also proves the bound 

ZWnW(s) � eK(�.m) I Yctl 

used in Eqs. (5.3.21)-(5.3.22). 

(5.5. 1 8) 

Proposition 5.5.3. Under the conditions of Proposition 5.5. 1 ,  let w1 (x), w2(x), and w0 
a depend on a parameter fl in such a way that sup -0 w;(x) � C. Then 

X fl 

I 
a [ (w2 w�  

- logZ (s)- -log-� OJ-l . ro,ro2 8n Wo 
(5.5. 19) 

Proof. Expand the above difference as in the proof of Proposition 5.5. 1 ,  and 
differentiate each term. Derivatives of (w1 - w2) factors do not affect the estimates. 
For derivatives of covariances, we apply 

a aw 
Ojl Cw(s) = - Cw(s) Ojl Cw(s) . (5.5.20) 

(This formula depends on the fact that m is independent of fl) When C"'(s) is an 
isolated covariance (one that has not been finite-differenced) we still have a 
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bounded operator from L 2 to L 2 nL eX) and the surface estimate works as before. 
(There are n 1 terms, but since the sum on n converges geometrically this causes 
no problem.) 

It remains for us to consider the terms involving 

a a a 
a,u 

(Cw,(s) Cw) , a.u Xv(Cw,(s) Cw,(s))Xv , or a.u (xvCw, Cw) · 

The first term is equal to 

In each term the factor 1Cro,(s) - Cro, 1 � 1Cw1(0) - Cw, l provides the necessary 
localization at the boundary. The second case above may be written as 

awl a(wl - Ci\) 
Xv( C,1(s) - Cw,(s)) a,u 

C,,(s)xv - XvCw,(s) a.u 
80\ · Cw , (s)xv -XvCw,(s) a,u 

( Cw,(s) - Cw,(s))xv . 

The first and third terms are localized at the boundary as in (5.5.8)-(5.5.9). Since 
a 
a.u (w1 - w1) � KX-v, the second term can be handled similarly. The third case 

above is equal to - X-vC00,(aw1ja,u)Cw,, which forces the preceding covariance to 
stretch between D and ,..., D as in (5.5. 1 2). This completes the proof. 

Corollary 5.5.4. Proposition 5.5.3 holds without the restriction on Jw2 w1 1 .  
Proof. This follows from (5.5. 1 7) as  in the previous corollary. 0 

5.6. Decoupling Expansion Estimates 
This section is devoted to proving Propositions 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. We require the 
bound 

l l .fdsr L .r fi [eQw;(Z) -Qwj + , (Z) n ua�cwisr) · Ll lp]� 1tE&i'(r) j= 1 �Elt 
k(a) = j  

� (A 1/2)(/l -degR) n (N(LJ) ! )1f2eKldegRe- 3r11!Z,.,Je- 2r2A. - zll'l 
A 

I; (E� - E'JJ - Ei?OZl + E�,(El)FJZim I; (E� - E'JJ- Ef(Zl + E�(Zl)i2JHntmZI · em em (5.6. 1 )  

Here Z = ZK, r FnZ, l: = l:nZ, and 7l (Z, L:, r) is a cluster. The factor (Jl112) is 
conditional ; it is present only if degR = 0. Likewise (A- degR) is present only if L: $m 
(R is a monomial in IPm). We assume 17ll > 1 if degR = 0. The £P norm is with 
respect to the variables in R, and pE [1, oo ). See Sects. 2.4 and 2.5. 
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We expand 8�C into its /-lattice localizations and apply the derivatives Llw. 
Using Holder's inequality, split the integral into a Gaussian part times an 
interaction part. Apply Proposition 2.5 . 1  to the interaction integral. This produces 
factors 

The first factor accounts for some of the energy factors in (5.6. 1 ) ;  what remains to 
be accounted for is 

exp (� (E� E: - E�<ZJ + E!:,<zJWI�intlm) . 

(Recall that 7J!nt extends into Hnt�.) We use 

(5.6.2) 

(5.6.3) 

and Corollary 5.5.2 to obtain this factor from the Z"'k"'�+ ,(sr) factors. The mass 
prevailing over a particular square in �int is in general shifted many times. 
However, the energy factors associated with intermediate values of the mass 
cancel, by (5.5.2). Thus up to an error exp (�O(l)loDkl) , we obtain a factor 

( 
J 

wn(x) 
I 

wn(x) m; 
I 

m; wn(x) - m; d ) exp -- og --2- - - og -2 - x , 
zunnt:Z 8n mil 8n mil 8n 

(5.6.4) 

where we have put w"(x) = m� for xEHntm�· Recall that wn(x) differed from m;l[l 
only when dist(x, 2.') � L/2. Thus (5.6.4) agrees with (5.6.2) up to an error e0< l JL21 I . 
Since L 18Dkl � IL'I, both errors can be absorbed into e - <><z-< - z1x1. k 

We next estimate the Gaussian integrals that were split off with Holder's 
inequality above. We use the estimate 

(5.6.5) 

proven at the end of this section. Here q < oo, 
d((j 1 ,j 2), IX)= sup (dist(LI h' b) + dist(LI h' b ))/1 , 

bEet 

and o is a linear ordering of the bonds in IX. We define lol as follows. If 
o = (b1 , . . . , bn), let J= (i1 , . . .  , ik) be any subset of { 1 ,  . . .  , n} with ia< ict+ t ·  Then k 
lol = sup L dist(b;a _ , , b;)/1. This is not quite the same definition as in [17] .  There 

I 2 
is an analogous bound on the single-variable kernel 8�C(x, x). 

Assuming (5.6.5), the remainder of the proof of (5.6.1 )  is fairly standard 
[27, 29]. We indicate only the main points. The e - clio I factors control the sum over 
partitions of n, up to an effect e0<0IZI. The e - dd((h ,hl,ct.) factor controls localization 
sums. Derivatives in aa.c,__ . A,, can contract to Qw . There must be a bond in IX ��� p �� 
contained in �k(a)(L'), and wk(a) is the correct mass-squared within L/2 of such 
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bonds. Furthermore there are no phase boundaries within L of such bonds. Thus 
the coefficients in Q,. are O(A) within L/2 of the bond, and if the contraction is to u.rk(c:t) 
L1 with dist(b, L1)  � L/2, then a factor O(A) is brought down. Otherwise factors 
O(A- 1 ) can be introduced, but this is compensated by e - c' L/2 � A 2 arising from 
d((j 1 ,j2), a) > L/21. 

Derivatives of Xz can be pinned to the factor e - rzx - z arising from 11.:'1 and hence 
they also yield O(A.) factors. If degR = 0, 1�1 > 1, there must be at least one 
derivative or phase boundary, hence the factor (A 1 12) in (5.6. 1 ). 

Translation from VJm to 1p in R will produce factors O(A. - degR) if I: $m. This has 
been taken into account in (5.6. 1). Some derivatives may act on R ;  the associated 
eK1 goes into the eKl degR factor in (5.6.1). 

At least a certain fraction of the derivatives not contracted to R will contract to 
Q or to Xz and yield factors O(A.). Altogether we have at least a factor e - el for every 
derivative bond and e - Kl for every vertex. Since derivative bonds are "dense" in 
regions away from phase boundaries, we obtain the overall volume convergence 
e - cl l� l .  

Finally there are factorials to control. With d = degfP, N(L1) = degR"', M(L1) 
contractions in L1, and n(L1 1) contractions to x,.(L1 1 ), we have factors 
fl (N(L1) + dM(L1)) ! 1/2 from the Gaussian integration, fl n(L1 1 ) !  from the vacuum 
Ll Ll 1 

energy bound, and fl (e0< 1l(N(LI) + M(LI)) M(Ll)M(Lil) from summing over different ways 
Ll 

of applying the derivatives. After extracting e0( l)N(Lil(N(L1) ! )1 12 for (5.6. 1), we must 
bound 

(0(1)M(L1))M(LI) fl e - cdist(LI , y) 

y contracted to Ll 

by 0(1)  to get a controllable volume effect. This is accomplished as in [ 17] by 
taking account of the rate a is forced away from L1 as M(L1) becomes large. This 
completes the proof of Propositions 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. 

We now prove (5.6.5). Using the Neumann series (5.3 . 17) for C"'(s) we have 

00 

a�cro(s) = 8� L C.nz(s)[(m2 -w)C.nz(s)r- 1 
n =  1 

00 
= I 

n 

L o�'C.n2(s) f1 [(m2 - w)o�'C;;;z(s)] .  (5.6.6) 

The a;'s are disjoint, and possibly empty. When rx; = 0  or i;;::; n - 1,  we use a 
standard type of estimate [17, 27] : 

I J o�'C.nz(s)( · , x) J J L•<LI 'l 
� cl";l + 1 L e - cl lo le - co(L11 , a;)e - co(x, a;)e - cdist(x, LI ')

. 
oEL(a;) 

(5.6.7) 
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Here b(A \ IX;) = sup dist(Ll \ b), b(x, IX;) sup dist(x, b), and qE [ 1 ,  oo). If IX; is 
beai becxi 

empty, these distances are defined to be zero. Summing over unit squares Ll 1 £;JR2, 
we obtain 

J o�'C;nz(s)(x, y)eco(x,a,Jeco(y,a1>ecix - yidy 

� cl<>< l + l  I e - c!Jo l .  

When IX; 0 we may use 
oeL(a;) 

J C;n2(s)(x, y)e�·;z!x- Y!i2dx 
C;nz(1 )(x, O)e� 112( 1xol + Jx1 1 l/2dx 
d2p eipx 1 J-- e'�'i2(ixol + lxd)/2dx= --,---,::-(2n)2 pz + mz m2 -ry/2 . 

We have from (5.6.7) that if n ;;;:; 2, 

J eco(x, an- lle«l(y,an - tlec!x - Y!(3�n- 1C;nz(s)(X, y) 
. eco(y, <>n)eco(z, an)ec!y -z !O�"Cn;z(s)(y, z)dy 

� c '"" - ' ' + '""' + 1 I e - c!Jol I e- cljo' l 

oEL(an - 1) o'eL(<Xn) 

(5.6.8) 

(5.6.9) 

for each x and z. Equations (5.6.8) and (5.6.9) bound the norms of the integral 
operators o�'C;nz(s) after extracting some decay factors. Putting these estimates 
together yields 

n 
. sup _n [ I e - c1Jod e - ccl(x, _ 1 · "•>e - cJ(x,, a,)e- clx, - 1 - x,, ] · (5.6. 10) 
(X1, . . .  , Xn - 1) <= 1 o;EL(a;) 

We have used uJ(x) ;;;:; 2ry. Put (iii2 - 2ry)/(iii2 - ry/2) = 1 -2e. With a factor 

(1 - e) - ne - 1"'' 1 we can choose I1X 1 I, . . .  , IIXnl, because .fi [ I e'"'� =(l - e)- ". Having 
•= 1 Ja; J = O  J 

made this choice, a set of IX/S with their linear orderings uniquely determines a 
linear ordering o of IX. Furthermore, 

n n- 1 
lol � lo;l + I (b(x;, IX;) + b(x;, IXi+ 1) + lx; - X;+ 1 1) ,  

i =  1 

n 
id((j1 ,j2), 1X) �  I (b(x;_ 1 , 1X;) + D(x;, 1X;) + Ix;_ 1 - x;l) .  

i=  1 

Altogether we have bounded the right�hand side of (5.6. 10) by 

(5.6. 1 1) 

(5.6. 12) 
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Thus 

and since 

l lil�C"'(s) - o�C;;p(s) II L•<LI · X L! · > J 1 Jz 
� �4/qclal + 1 2: e-cl lo le- cld((j, . jz).a), 

oeL(a) 

J. Z. Imbrie 

(5.6. 1 3) 

(5.6. 14) 

we obtain (5.6.5) for the difference o�C",(s) - 8�C;;;2(s). The bound (5.6.5) is well 
known for 8�Cm2(s), so this completes the proof for o�Cw(s). Equation (5.6. 1 3) holds 
for the single-variable kernels as well if we replace Lq(LI i1 x Ll h) with U(LI h). Again, 
comparison with CJ�C;;;2 proves the bound analogous to (5.6.5) for single-variable 
kernels. 

5.7. The Bounded Spin Approximation 
In this section we prove the bound 

lo:r log(Z rM
eE�<VJFI\VI

) I � KA.- zlziWI (5.7 .1)  

of Proposition 2.5.6. This derivative will turn out to be a sum of expectations of 
quantities like :�(V) : = J : 1pp(x)i : dx. If 1pP were a bounded variable, such 

\V 
expectations would be automatically bounded. (Having bounded spins simplified 
the Pirogov-Sinai work at this point [24].) Since IPp is in fact unbounded, we must 
show that the error incurred in treating it as bounded is small enough to dominate 
the vacuum energy volume divergences. 

Write p for p(W), d1pP for dflm�, i! v(IPp(\V)), J1 for Jli, and C for the covariance of d1pP. 
Using (2.4. 16) we compute 

From the formula (5.4.8) for Xa(¢(LI )) = xa(�Pp{LI) + �P), we have 

where 

0 - - 1/2 oB - ('P (LI) - B)2 - 1/2 oA - ('P (LI) - A)2 - x - n  - e p - n - e v 
OJl a OJl OJl 

Xa =terfc(IPp(LI )- B) -terfc(1pp(LI) - A) , 

A =!(�a- 1 + �a) - �P ' B =!(�" + �<r+ 1) �p · 
Note that oA/C!Ji and oB/oJl are O(A. - t  ). 
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We use the asymptotic expansion 

erfc(z) = n- 112z- 1e - z2(1 + O(z - 2)) , z � 1 (5.7.3) 

to bound l:.u logx.,.[ by O(A- 1)(1J.'p(.d)+ 1) for 1JYp(LI)� B. There is an analogous 

bound for 1pp(LI) � A, and for 1pp(LI)e [A, B] we have x; 1 � 0(1). Thus 

[8� Iogx" [ � o(r 1)11J.'p(L1)I + O(r 1) , (5.7.4) 

and the first term in (5.7.2) is bounded by 

O(A - 1) s Ctw 11J.'p(L1)1) xl"e-Vp(W)d1pp + O(A - 1) .  

The second term in (5.7.2) is a sum of terms 

O(Ai- 2)j : 1p�(V) : xie-vp(Wld1JYp , 0 �j � d = deg& . (5.7.5) 

This includes terms arising from differentiating the mass in the Wick ordering. 
(The free covariance is always used in the Wick ordering.) 

Using integration by parts, we have 

ac - [J am; [J 
o.u · L1'�'v -S b1pp(x) C(x, y) o.u C(y, z) b1pp(z) dxdydz 

8m2 
= o.u

P j : 1JYp(y)z :cdY .  (5.7.6) 

The difference : 1p;(V) : : 1p;(V) :c is a constant OUZIW"I), so the third term in (5.7.2) 
is also of the form (5.7.5). 

Altogether we have 

where 

I.!_(ZiV)eE�I2IWI) I � O(A- 1) / L I 1J.'p(Ll)1) + ± O(Ai- 2)1 ( :1JY�(V) : )II , 
O,U \,.::t £; W I j= O  

S . X e -v v<Wld"' 
( · ) I rp 

I s XIC-Vp(W)d1pp 

(5.7.7) 

Lemma 5.7.1. There exists a constant K0(C)>0  such that for all K � K0 the 
following is true. With j � deg& let X+ (X_ )  be the characteristic function of 

: 1p�(V) : � A-jKfiWI ( : 1p�(V) : � - A-iKl2IWI) , 
respectively. Then 

IS X± : 1J.'�(V) : XIe -- v p(Wld1J.'pl � e-KJ.- 212 1"'114c . (5.7.8) 

Proof. Let V = v;,(V) Ai- 2 : 1p�(V) :/2C. Then 

S X+ : 1p�(V) :  XIe- v p(Wld1J.'p = Sx+ : 1p�(V) : 2 ' '�'t<WJ :;zcxie- v d1pP 
� ,C iK[2 1Wie- J, - 2K!2 1WI/2C s e-v d1pP , (5.7.9) 
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because Xx:;;; 1, and because xe-)J- 2X/ZC attains its maximum at the minimum 
value of X =  r iKfiWI, for K large enough. In fact, 

A-i Klzi"Wie- ;.,- 2Kz2JVI/6C :;::; 1 

for K large enough. Notice that V is bounded below even ifj = d = deg£?1> because 
the :::oefficient of IP! in � is at least c- 1  A. a - 2. Furthermore, V is of the form 
r 2 V1(AV'v), so the lower bound is O(A - 2). 

Standard linear lower bound estimates [15] will yield 

This can be absorbed into 2KFJVI/ l zc, for K large enough. 
The proof for x _ is similar, using V = VP(W) + Ai- 2 : 1p�(W) : /2C. 

(5.7. 10) 

Lemma 5.7.2. Let X+ be the characteristic function of L I IPv(A) I  � A. - 1Kl2 IWI, and 
suppose K is sufficiently large. Then A�\Y 

Jx+ L 11Pp(11)1xre- vp(\Yld1pv :;;; e-KJ.. - 2FI\Yli4C . (5.7. 1 1) 
A �\Y 

Proof. We modify the proof of Lemma 5.7. 1 .  Write the integral as a sum of 2121VI 
terms according to whether V'/11} < 0  or V'v(11) � 0  for each 11 1 �W. (That is, insert 
the corresponding partition of unity into the measure.) Each term can be bounded 
as before if we take 

V= Vp(W)- r 1/2C I e(A)1pp(A ) .  
A � \Y 

Here s(11) = 1 for the 1pp(l1) � 0 term, s(l1) = 1 for the 1pp(l1) < 0  term. The 
combinatoric factor 2121'¥1 is controlled by e --<- 2K1211YI/ 1 2c. 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.5.6. With X+ ,  X- as in Lemma 5.7.1 and Xo = 1 X+ - X- , we 
have 

The first term is an expectation of a variable bounded by A- iKFIWI and so it is also 
bounded by A- iKFIWI. By Lemma 5.7. 1 we have 

since tx+ :;;; x+ : 1p�(W) : ,  tx_ :;::; X- : 1p�(W) : . Thus by Proposition 5.4. 1 ,  

J(t(X+ + X-) +  Xo)Xxe-Vp(\YldV'v � e-a?. - 2FJVI - 2e - KJ.. - 2FJ'YI/4C 

� e- 2al. - 2z2 JVI • 

(5.7. 13) 

(5.7. 14) 
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Thus the second term is bounded by 2exp [( - K/4C + 2a).Jc - 2121'\YI] ;:;; 1 for K large 
enough. The third term is bounded by 

IS :tp�('\Y) : xre -Vp(W)dtpp i J (x + + X- )xre-v p(W)dtpp 
(J (t(X+ + X-) +  Xo)xre v p(Wldtpp)2 

;:;; 2exp [(0(1) K/4C + 4a).Jc - 2121'\YI] 1 .  (5.7. 1 5) 

The : tp�('\Y) : integral has been split with Holder's inequality and bounded as usual 
using Proposition 2.5 .1 .  Putting these bounds together, we obtain 

.Jcj- 21< : tp�('\Y) : )rl ;:;; K.Jc -zfli'\YI + 2.Jcj- 2 ;:;; 2Kr 2FI'\YI . (5.7. 16) 

The bound .Jc - 1  I 2.:: ltpp{L1)1) ;:;; 2K.Jc- 212 I'\YI can be proven in the same way. By 
\Ll £; '\1' r 

(5.7.7), this completes the proof. 0 

5.8. Smoothness in f.1 

In this section we prove the bound 

(5.8.1) 

of Proposition 2.5.5. An expression for Q A, q(W) may be found in (5.6. 1 ). We take 
R = 1, IWI ;::;: 1, p= p(W). Almost everything in (5.6.1 )  depends on f.1 ; we will show 
that after deriving each element of (5.6. 1) the structure of the estimates in Sect. 5.6 
need be modified only slightly. Without the derivative with respect to f.11 (5.8 . 1 )  
would reduce to Proposition 2.5.3 ; the energy factors have merely been moved to 
the other side of the inequality. 

Consider first the dependence of Zro,w\'i+ Jsr) on f.l: Divide some of the energy 
factors amongst the Z's in accordance with Proposition 5.5.3. By Corollary 5.5.4, 
differentiating 

brings down a factor O(l)l i3Dk+ 1 1 . Thus differentiating all the Zexp( . . .  ) factors 
introduces a factor no worse than 0(1)III, which can be absorbed into e- 2r2.< - 2 11:1 in 
(5.6. 1 ). A factor .Jc can also be extracted, since III ;::;: 1 whenever there are Z-factors 
to differentiate. 

In differentiating the remaining energy factors, consider two cases. If III ;::;: 1 ,  
the differentiation introduces a factor O(.Jc- 2)FIWI. When multiplied by 
e- Jr2.< - 2 1Eie- ot�liYI, taken out of  (5.6. 1), we are left with O(.Jc). This is  sufficient to 
stand as a contribution to the bound in (5.8 .1). If III = 0, then there are no 
Z-factors and the energy factors degenerate to e(- E� + Ef')l2IYI. We combine this with 
Q before differentiating. The product over j in (5.6. 1) degenerates to one term, with 
all functional derivatives acting on xre-Qm�(Z>. The coefficients in Qmp(Z) 
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-(E� EDi2 llYI are O(A), so that differentiation with respect to J-l will bring down 
terms O(A) :1p�(lY) : .  Such terms are bounded by Proposition 2.5.4 ; they correspond 
to a sum of llYIZZ terms with R = :1p�(t1 ) : .  The factor llYIZZ is absorbed into e - 3rt l l¥1 , 
leaving an overall 0(A)eKtj � A314 which is small enough for (5.8.1). 

Returning to the case lEI � 1 ,  we consider the effect of differentiating Q"',(Z) or 
the mass-shifts Qw/Z) Qwj+ ,(Z). Co.

efficients of :1p� : will be O(Aj- 2), but since 
lEI � 1 we must include a factor A- 1 from translation, as in Proposition 2.5.4. 
Having some R-factors precede some of the functional derivatives does not affect 
the estimates in Sect. 5.6. Thus we have terms 

O(A- 2)eKlif2 1lYie -M,W•1e- o'2" - 2l.l:l � A, 

which is small enough. 
We next consider ,u-derivatives of XJ:· As in (5.7.2), we have 

!__X (1p(t1) + g(L1))= n - 112 oB e -(<J>(A)- (�.-+�"'+ tl/2)2 
OJ-l <r(A) OJ-l 

_ n- 112 oA e - <<J>(A) - (�a - t + �,)/2)2 
0!1 

, (5.8.2) 

where A =(�<r-1 + (,)/2 -g(t1), B =(�" + �G+ 1)/2-g(Ll). We see that ox,/o,u satisfies 
the same bound in (5.2.5) as for ox,/ocp(L1), except for a factor joAjo,uj + j oBjo,uj 

= O(A - 1). It is easy to see that derivatives ocp�:)" :,u Xa also satisfy (5.2.5), up to a 

factor O(r 1 ). Thus the vacuum energy bound will bold with IE' I �  1 whenever 
some x, is differentiated with respect to ,u. This introduces a factor 
O(r 1)e-0'2" - 2 � A, which survives the decoupling expansion estimates. There are 
also 1"\YWx,.'s to differentiate, but this is controlled by e- Jr,ll¥1_ 

The masses in the covariance C = Cro"(sr) depend on ,u, so we must differentiate 
the measure d,uw", sr(1p). As in (5.7.6), this corresponds to inserting a factor 

J 
0��xl : 1p(x)2 :c before everything else in the functional integral in (5.6.1). Since 

omn(x)/o,u is 0(1), this produces a factor O(A- 2)FilYI if lEI � 1 or 0(1WilYl if lEI = 0. 
These factors are dominated by e- 0'2" - l iJ:Ie-"''I IYI as before. As long as llYI �2, the 
overall factor A 112 can still be obtained as in (5.6.1) because at least one functional 
derivative must be applied to x.l:e- Q if lEI =0. When llYI = 1, we use the fact that 
: 1p(x )2 :c has no self-lines when integrated in d.Uc· Integrating one power of 1p by 
parts then gives us the missing derivative on x1:e- Q. This yields a factor O(A) 
� e- Kle-alFA314e- � r,l, SUpplying the missing factors in (5.8.1). 

The last type of term to consider involves differentiation of o�Cw .(sr). We 
require the estimate 

J 

ll!__ o�c\\ � eKle - cld((h ,hJ ,a)e- ctlal L e- ctlol , 
0/1 Lq(dj1 x djz) OEL(a) 

(5.8.3) 

and the analogous one for the single-variable kernel. This is the same as the 
estimate we used for o�C, Eq. (5.6.5). Since there are no more than lnl ITI � 2llYI 
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covariances to differentiate, (5.8.3) will suffice to control all terms involving a 

:f.l a�c. [The factor .A. 1;2 is already present in (5.6. 1 )  because llYI 2.] 

We compute 

a aa ( - " s p ( awn(z) ay ( ) -a SC x, y) - 1.... - as c x, z) -a-··- SC z, y dz .  
f.l Puy � a  f.l 

(5.8.4) 

Summing over z-localizations L1 h' we can apply (5.6.5) to obtain 

l l !__ a�c J J � 0(1) L L ezkze-cld((h .h>.m ( L e · cl lopl) af.l Lq pvy �a  Llh � y OpEL(PJ 
. e - cld((h.h>. Y>e - ci( IPI + IYil ( L e - clloy l) . 

OyEL(y) 
(5.8.5) 

If o is the linear ordering of a defined by (op, oy), then 

lol lop! + d((i1 ,j3), fJ) + d((i3,jz), y)+ Iori + 2 ,  

d((j 1 ,j z), a) � d((j 1 ,j 3), fJ) + d((j 3,j z), y) ' 

la l  IPI + Iyl , 

L e- cld((il, j3). P)/2 � 0(1) . 
Llh � y  

(5.8.6) 

Note that there are lal - 1  pairs (op, oy) that could correspond to any oE L(a). Hence 
with a factor lal we can replace L L L: with L: . Altogether we 

obtain 
Pvy� a  OpEL({J) OyEL(y) oEL(a) 

II!_ a�c JJ � L eK'le- cld((i! ,h), a)/3e - cllal la le - cl lo l/3 . (5.8.7) af.l Lq OEL(a) 
Estimate (5.8.3) now follows with a change in c. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 2.5.5. 
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